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The Ember War The Ember War 

In the near future, an alien probe arrives on Earth with a pivotal mission—determine if humanity has what it takes to

survive the impending invasion by a merciless armada.

Iron Hearts Iron Hearts 

Elias lies dying after the battle to liberate Earth. His fellow armor soldiers hatch a plan to save his life, but they'll

need help from a Marine with questionable morals to succeed. 

The Ruins of Anthalas The Ruins of Anthalas 

Only a sliver of mankind survived the Xaros invasion. With Earth's defenses in ashes, nothing can stop the aliens'

inevitable return. Hope arrives from a cryptic message from a long-lost alien race, promising the means to rebuild

the shattered space fleet. Captain Valdar takes one of the last strike carriers, the Breitenfeld, and his shell-shocked

crew on a desperate mission to the dead world.

Vent Rats Vent Rats 

Chief MacDougall must hunt down a Toth loose in the Breitenfeld before it wrecks the entire ship.

Blood of Heroes Blood of Heroes 
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The Xaros, a galaxy-wide scourge of murderous drones, have their sights set on the planet Takeni. Captain Isaac

Valdar volunteers his ship to defend the innocent civilians and evacuate every one he can. Pressed by an alien fleet in

space and a horrifying foe on the surface, the Breitenfeld must risk everything to save the doomed populace. 

For audiobooks, see the Ember War series page: audible.com/series/?asin=B01BG90D50

++++

Q&A with Richard Fox: 

I already have those three books. Is this bundle the only way I can read those two short stories? I already have those three books. Is this bundle the only way I can read those two short stories? 

No! That would be awful. You can receive both short stories by signing up for my spam free mailing list at

http://eepurl.com/bLj1gf 
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